Extracting the underlying low-dimensional space where high-dimensional signals often reside has long been at the center of numerous algorithms in the signal processing and machine learning literature during the past few decades. At the same time, working with incomplete (partly observed) large scale datasets has recently been commonplace for diverse reasons. This so called big data era we are currently living calls for devising online subspace learning algorithms that can suitably handle incomplete data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years are by all means characterized by the vast amounts of data, commonly named with the blanket term big data, generated by a wealth of sources such as social media, environmental monitoring sensors, medical application devices, e-commerce sites etc. to mention just a few. In first place, having at hand a lot of data seems to be fairly advantageous. However, enjoying the merits emerging from this so called data deluge raises a number of issues needed to be properly addressed. Among other things, computational complexity and memory storage requirements are undoubtedly two basic aspects needed to be carefully taken into consideration in the challenging task of devising appropriate processing tools for extracting useful information from big data.
Detecting the underlying low-dimensional space (subspace) where high-dimensional data reside, is at the heart of several signal processing and machine learning tasks, such as network anomalies detection, [1] , image denoising, [2] , [3] , direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, [4] , etc. The celebrated PCA indubitably holds a prominent position in the family of this kind of algorithms. However, since PCA is a batch method a) its computational complexity scales with the size of the available measurement data and b) it requires the storage of the whole bunch of data in memory. Therefore, its application is becoming practically prohibitive in the big data scenario under study. In light of this, online subspace estimation (tracking) algorithms, that first came into the scene in the 1970s, [5] , [6] , have nowadays regain their popularity, [4] , [7] , [8] . These tools build upon the hypothesis that datums are sequentially arriving and thus the unknown subspace is adaptively estimated each time a new data sample becomes available. Interestingly, this premise, besides reducing the computational complexity, leads to schemes with no need of storing data in memory. Nowadays, in a variety of applications dealing with large scale datasets, datums to be processed are partly observed i.e., a fraction of them might be missing. Depending on the case, incomplete datasets may result either from applying compressed sensing ideas in an effort to facilitate or account for failures in the data acquisition process, [9] , or from the inherent nature of signals met in disparate applications, e.g. collaborative filtering, [10] , image reconstruction [11] , etc. Consequently, algorithms that perform subspace tracking from (possibly highly) incomplete data have flourished notably in the last few years.
Along those lines, the GROUSE algorithm, which brings forth an approach based on stochastic gradient descent on the Grassmanian manifold of subspaces, has been presented in [7] . Since stochastic approximation is at the core of GROUSE, its computational complexity classifies it to the low-complexity subspace tracking algorithms, [12] . Nevertheless, the benefit emanating from the low computational cost is mitigated by the inherent "barriers" in the search path, [13] , that enforce GROUSE being trapped to local optima.
In [4] , a second order subspace tracking algorithm, of similar computational complexity to GROUSE, dubbed PETRELS, has been presented. PETRELS is an unconstrained alternating minimization recursive least squares (RLS)-type algorithm, building upon the seminal PASTd subspace tracking algorithm, [14] , and extending it for handling missing data. Common characteristic of both the aforementioned algorithms is the rather weak assumption that the true rank of the sought subspace is known in advance.
This shortcoming, which makes both GROUSE and PETRELS exhibit an unstable behavior in case the assumption does not hold, is addressed in [15] , where two different algorithms are described. Therein, an upper bound of the nuclear norm is favorably employed for imposing low-rankness on the unknown subspace matrix, thus robustifying the algorithms in the challenging yet realistic scenario of lacking the knowledge of the subspace rank. In that vein, Algorithm 1 of [15] is introduced, deriving from an alternating minimization strategy on an exponentially weighted regularized cost function. In addition, a more efficient in terms of computational complexity Algorithm 2 is presented, based on a stochastic gradient descend approach.
In this paper, we deal with the low-rank subspace estimation problem from incomplete data (defined in Section II) in a Bayesian framework and devise a new online variational Bayes subspace learning algorithm, termed OVBSL. A basic feature of the proposed methodology is the adoption of an efficient scheme [16] - [18] for explicitly enforcing low-rankness on the subspace matrix, whose columns span the underlying low-dimensional data subspace. To this end a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model is proposed, analytically described in Section III. Interestingly, the adopted strategy, besides making OVBSL robust in the lack of knowledge of the true rank, it also favors its disclosure after convergence.
An additional feature of OVBSL encapsulated in the espoused Bayesian model is the promotion of sparsity on the subspace matrix. That said, OVBSL pertains to the sparse subspace learning algorithms such as the streaming sparse PCA method, [19] , and the online sparse dictionary learning algorithm, [8] .
Nevertheless, OVBSL deviates from the aforementioned deterministic approaches in the sense that sparsity is enforced simultaneously with low-rankness on the subspace matrix, while additionally incomplete data are appropriately handled. Intractability in deriving the posterior distribution due to our model complexity is herein addressed by the ubiquitous variational Bayes scheme [20] , [21] (Section IV). The resulting batch algorithm is suitably adapted to the online processing scenario in Section V. According to this online variational Bayes scheme, the subspace matrix is adaptively computed based on time-recursive updates of second order statistics of the latent (projection of measurement data on the subspace) and the observed (measurement data) variables, as well as the cross-correlation between observed and latent February 15, 2016 DRAFT variables. It should be pointed out that the incorporated online variational Bayes approach departs from the seminal online variational Bayes, [22] , which has been adopted for attacking the matrix completion problem in [23] , yet in the context of active learning.
In Section VI, the relevance of OVBSL to the deterministic PETRELS and Algorithm 1 of [15] is brought to light within a maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework arising from our adopted hierarchical model. It is favorably illuminated that from a deterministic point of view OVBSL departs from the unconstrained RLS-type PETRELS algorithm and likewise the algorithms of [15] can be deemed as an algorithm closely associated with the minimization of an exponentially weighted regularized least squares cost function. However, the key difference to the algorithms of [15] is that instead of utilizing the upper-bound of the nuclear norm introduced in [24] , low-rankness on the subspace matrix is now aptly provoked by the group-sparsity inducing 2 / 1 norm. As far as the computational complexity of OVBSL is concerned, by virtue of the presumed statistical independence among the elements of the subspace matrix, it is similar to that of GROUSE, PETRELS and the stochastic approximation type Algorithm 2 of [15] .
OVBSL shares the compelling characteristic of all Bayesian approaches, that is, it is fully automated.
Thus, contrary to its deterministic state-of-the-art rivals, herein no tuning parameters are required. That said, cross-validation which is impractical in online applications, is avoided. Moreover, since all parameters are treated as variables, OVBSL instead of point estimates, provides the sufficient statistics of the probability distributions of all the involved parameters, thus offering more valuable supplementary information, compared to its deterministic counterparts. As demonstrated on simulated and real data experiments in Section VII, it presents superior estimation performance than three of the state-of-theart algorithms described earlier. To validate this, online matrix completion and (either sparse or non sparse) subspace recovery from missing data are simulated as case studies. Finally, the hyperspectral image reconstruction and the eigenface learning problems are examined, corroborating the effectiveness of OVBSL on real data 1 .
Notation: Column vectors are represented as boldface lowercase letters, e.g. x, and matrices as boldface uppercase letters, e.g. X, while, unless otherwise explicitly stated, x i is the ith element of x and x ij the ijth element of X . In particular, small boldface calligraphic letters are used to denote columns of a matrix X (i.e. x i ) and regular boldface letters to denote rows, that is x T j and (·) T denotes transposition. Moreover I k is the k × k identity matrix, · 2 is the standard 2 -norm, · F stands for the Frobenius norm, · * is the nuclear norm, denotes Hadamard entrywise product, · is the expectation operator, diag(x) denotes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the elements of x, diag(X) is a column vector whose entries are the diagonal elements of the square matrix X, Trace(X) is the trace of the square matrix X, |X| its determinant and span(X) is the range (column space) of matrix X. Finally, N (x; µ, Σ) denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. GIG(x; p, a, b) is the one-dimensional generalized inverse Gaussian distribution defined as
where x > 0, a > 0, b > 0, p is real, and K p (·) denotes the modified Bessel function of second kind with p degrees of freedom. The pdf of the Gamma distribution is
where Γ(·) is the gamma function, while
is the inverse Gamma distribution.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let n be the time-index and y(n) a sequence of high-dimensional K × 1 vectors of observations that lie in a linear low-dimensional subspace of rank r(n) with r(n) K. Both the linear subspace and its rank may be time-varying. Accordingly, the observations at time n can be expressed as,
where U(n) is a K × r(n) matrix whose columns span the underlying data subspace and vector c(n)
contains the coefficients of y(n) in this subspace. Since, in general, the true rank r(n) of U(n) is unknown and in order to account for noisy observations, we may assume that our data are produced based on the following linear regression model
where
Moreover, in (2), the L × 1 vector x(n) is the low-dimensional representation of y(n) in the subspace spanned by the columns of W(n) and e(n) is additive Gaussian noise. In other words, besides the noise, a reasonable overestimate of the true rank of the unknown data subspace is considered in our data generation model. February 
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To generalize our model, we further assume that a) the unknown subspace matrix W(n) may be sparse, a condition appearing in several applications and b) part of the entries of y(n) are missing. The latter means that what we actually have is not y(n), but z(n), where
In (3), φ(n) is a {0, 1}-binary K × 1 vector having 0's at the positions where y(n) has missing entries and 1's elsewhere and Φ n = diag(φ(n)). If we now stack together observation vectors (with possible missing elements) up to time n, as rows in a n × K matrix Z(n), yields
and E(n) = [e(1), e(2), . . . , e(n)] T . In addition, we define the subspace matrix W(n) row-and columnwise as
It can be noticed from Eqs. (5)- (9) that the row size of matrices Z(n), Y(n), Φ(n) and X(n) increases with time, while W(n) is a time-varying fixed size K × L matrix.
The goals of this work are a) the estimation and tracking of the underlying low-dimensional subspace where measurement data reside, b) the estimation of the low-rank representation of data in this subspace in time and, as a by-product, c) the recovery of the complete measurement data marix Y(n) via online matrix completion. In this context, given the batch of incomplete data Z(n), we aim at estimating the unknown low-rank subspace matrix W(n) and the latent matrix of projections X(n) in this subspace. However, in case of streamingly received data, the use of a batch iterative solver entails the processing of the whole bunch of data that are available up to every time instant, rendering the whole procedure computationally prohibitive and thus practically infeasible. A way to alleviate this impediment is by employing online data handling, whereby incomplete observation vectors z(n) are acquired and processed sequentially to learn and track W(n) and provide estimates of the vectors of coefficients x(n).
In the following, we tackle the aforementioned problem using a Bayesian approach. First, an appropriate Bayesian model is defined that effectively promotes the low-rankness of the sought subspace through column sparsity inducing Laplace priors. As it will become clear below, the adopted modeling aims at revealing the true data subspace (spanned by the columns of U(n)) and its true rank r(n), starting from an overestimate L of it. Based on the proposed Bayesian model, a variational Bayes batch iterative subspace estimation algorithm is developed, which after suitable adjustments leads to an efficient online subspace learning scheme.
III. THE PROPOSED BAYESIAN MODEL
To develop a Bayesian inference method, first a Bayesian model must be defined consisting of a) the likelihood function of the data and b) suitable priors assigned to the parameters of the model. The likelihood function of the observed data depends on the statistical properties of the additive noise, which is commonly taken to be Gaussian with zero mean and constant variance. In this work, in order to place more importance on recent data and downgrade older measurements which is meaningful under time-varying conditions, we employ a so-called forgetting factor λ with 0 λ < 1 and define the noise distribution as 3 ,
where β is a noise precision parameter, while we define
In the following, whenever not necessary, the time index n is omitted to simplify derivations. The time index is reestablished in Section V, where the new online subspace estimation algorithm is presented.
In this context, based on (4) and the noise distribution given in (10), the likelihood function of the measurement data is expressed as
where I φ(i) is the set of indices for which the corresponding entries of φ(i) are 1.
Now that the likelihood function has been defined, we proceed by presenting the prior distributions imposed on the subspace matrix W and the coefficients matrix X. These priors aim at simultaneously decreasing the rank and imposing sparsity on the unknown subspace matrix W. Recall that the matrix product XW T in (4) is equivalently written as the sum of the outer products between the columns of X and W i.e.,
From (13) it is readily seen that the rank of the matrix XW T equals to the number L of the rankone terms existing into this summation. Hence, a natural approach to reduce the rank L of the sought subspace is to somehow eliminate some of the rank-one contributing terms in (13) . A relevant scheme, [17] , reduces the rank by imposing column sparsity jointly on X and W. Herein, as in [17] , this sparsity constraint is integrated in the modeling of the prior distributions of x l and w l , as explained below. At the same time, as stated earlier, in several applications (e.g. [26] , [27] ) the subspace matrix W is required to be sparse. That said, joint sparsity on x l and w l and the sparse structure on subspace matrix W are simultaneously incorporated in the modeling process of the corresponding prior distributions. In light of this, three-level hierarchical priors 4 are assigned to the columns of X and W. At the first level of hierarchy the following Gaussian priors are defined,
Using Bayesian terminology, in our problem the entries of W correspond to the hidden variables, while the rows of X are the so-called latent variables, since each observation vector z(i)
is associated with a latent vector x(i), [3] . Therefore, similar to the observations matrix Z, the latent coefficient vectors in X should be also exponentially weighted, as is done in (14) by incorporating Λ −1
in the covariance matrix of x l 's. The prior distribution of X in (14) can be written in an equivalent form with respect to the rows of X as follows
where S = diag(s). Note that it is the form of the prior in (16) that is mainly used in the analysis of the next sections, although (14) serves in this section to show how the rank is reduced by the proposed model. More specifically, it can be observed from (14) and (15) that the lth columns of X and W share the same joint sparsity promoting parameters s l 's. At the same time, the diagonal matrix Γ l which arises in the prior distribution of W is responsible for independently imposing sparsity on the entries of the lth column of the subspace matrix 5 . In particular, some of the s l 's take large values when Bayesian inference is performed and as a result, both the lth columns of X and W are driven to zero. Notably, in cases where a parameter s l does not enforce joint sparsity, the kth element of the lth column of W may be independently led to zero by the corresponding subspace sparsity promoting parameter γ kl of Γ l . Based on these premises, at the second level of the hierarchy we define the following conjugate inverse Gamma distributions for s and Γ,
T and P is the K × L matrix whose entries are the ρ kl 's. Finally, at the third level of the hierarchy, conjugate Gamma distributions are defined for the scale parameters δ l 's and ρ kl 's,
i.e.
By integrating out s from (14) and (15) using (17) with Γ kept fixed, we are led to a heavy-tailed multiparameter Laplace-type distribution for the joint prior of X and W that promotes joint column sparsity, as is shown in Appendix A. Similarly, by fixing s, from (15) and (18) we get a multiparameter
Laplace prior that imposes sparsity on W.
The proposed Bayesian model is concluded by assigning a conjugate to the likelihood Gamma prior to the precision of the noise β as follows, In the next section, based on the multi-hierarchical model described in this section and presented graphically in Fig. 1 , an approximate Bayesian inference scheme is derived for low-rank sparse subspace learning from partial observations.
IV. BATCH VARIATIONAL BAYES INFERENCE
Inferring the joint posterior distribution of multiple variables given the data boils down to an intractable process when it comes to composite Bayesian models, such as those springing from hierarchical dependences of the involved variables, which are modeled by suitable priors. This is also the case for the Bayesian model described in the previous section, and graphically depicted in Fig.1 . Following the Bayes' theorem, the exact joint posterior of our variables given the observations is obtained by
Apparently, getting a closed form expression for the posterior given in (22) involves the daunting task of estimating the integral at the denominator. To obviate obstacles of this type, plentiful approximate inference schemes have come to light in literature, [28] , [29] . Herein, the ubiquitous variational Bayes inference approach is adopted, [20] . The basic premise of this approach inspired from the field of statistical physics is the assumption that the posterior distribution can be approximately expressed in a factorized form. Based on this particular hypothesis, the exact joint posterior p(X, W, s, Γ, δ, P, β | Z)
is approximated by q(X, W, s, Γ, δ, P, β), defined as
February 15, 2016 DRAFT From (23) it is easily noticed that there has been considered full statistical a posteriori independence among the rows of X, as well as among all the elements of the subspace matrix W. As far as x(i)'s are concerned, being statistical independent is something that is naturally brought up due to the presumed independence among the corresponding observation vectors z(i)'s. On the other hand, the posterior independence imposed on the entries of W gives rise to coordinate-descend recursions for retrieving w nk 's. In doing so, as shown later, the computational complexity required to recover W is significantly reduced. Notably, as implied by (23), those explicit assumptions on the independence among the rows of X and the elements of W dictate relevant statistical independence on the variables of our model belonging to the second and the third level of hierarchy, namely s, δ, Γ and P.
In an attempt to bring to light the particular way that the posterior distributions q(·)'s of all variables in (23) are recovered according to the variational Bayes scheme, we define the cell array θ =
The posterior distribution q(θ i ) of each component θ i is then obtained by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance between the posterior i.e. p(θ | Z), and the approximate one q(θ) leading to the following closed-form expressions [20] 
In the last equation · i =j denotes expectation taken with respect to all q(θ j )'s but q(θ i ). Interestingly, through (24) the parameters of each posterior q(θ i ) are expressed in terms of the parameters of the other distributions q(θ j )'s, for j = i. Thus, the minimization of the Kullback-Leibler distance gives birth to a cyclic iterative scheme, whereby the parameters of each q(θ i ) are computed based on the most recent estimates of the parameters of the rest q(θ j )'s, as it will also become more clear below.
Along those lines, the procedure described earlier is now applied for our three-level hierarchical Bayesian model. In view of this, due to the aforementioned conjugacy of the respective prior distributions, the posterior distribution q(x(i)) of the ith coefficient vector does turn out to be Gaussian, i.e.
with mean x(i) and covariance matrix Σ x(i) given by,
where we recall that
by virtue of the statistical independence assumed for the elements of W. Note that σ 2 wkl is the variance of w kl whose posterior turns out also to be Gaussian, i.e.
with
X ¬l and w k¬l in (30) are the quantities arising after removing the lth column and the lth element of X and w k , respectively and Φ k = diag(ϕ k ). As for the expectation terms appearing in (30) and (31), it holds,
with σ x(i)¬l standing for the lth column of Σ x(i) after removing its lth element σ xil .
Next, the posterior distributions of the variables s l 's and γ kl 's belonging to the second hierarchical level are unfolded. From (24) it can be shown that the column sparsity promoting parameters s l 's are a posteriori distributed according to the following generalized inverse Gaussian distribution,
For the mean s l of the GIG distribution it holds,
Likewise, the posterior distribution of γ kl 's that promote independently sparsity on the elements of the subspace matrix W is the generalized inverse Gaussian
with w 2 kl = w kl 2 + σ 2 wkl . Hence,
As far as the hyperparameters δ l and ρ kl of s l and γ kl respectively, are concerned, both are a posteriori
Using the form of the distributions in (34) and (36), the expectation terms 
Concluding the posterior distributions of all the involved variables in our hierarchical model, it can be shown that the noise precision β is Gamma distributed as follows,
where,κ
and
The expectation of β is given by β =κ θ . As for the expectation terms arising in (46), it holds,
The mutual dependence among the moments of all the model parameters, that can be easily observed in the previous expressions, paves the way for an iterative scheme over the involved quantities. It should be emphasized though that since we aim at handling a massive amount of streaming data, the utilization of those expressions ends up to be a prohibitive task. More specifically, as the number n of the observations increases, calculations that involve quantities such as Z, X, become increasingly demanding in terms of the memory storage as well as the computational effort needed. In light of this, an online scheme is unraveled in the next section, that favorably adjusts the above defined expressions to the streaming processing scenario.
V. ONLINE VARIATIONAL BAYES SUBSPACE ESTIMATION
In this section, based on the expressions analytically described earlier for the batch problem, we derive an online variational Bayes sparse subspace estimation algorithm. According to the online scenario, incomplete high dimensional datums z(n)'s are streamingly received at each time instance n. Then, the proposed algorithm proceeds by a) computing an estimatex(n) of the coefficients vector of the observations on the subspace acquired in the previous iteration (i.e.Ŵ(n − 1)) and next b) updating elementwise the subspace matrixŴ(n − 1) toŴ(n). In the sequel, for notational convenience, we disregard the expectation operator · . Then, with a slight but straightforward abuse of notation and by handling the time index appropriately, we get form (26), (27) and (28),
Next, we define the following fixed-size with respect to time quantities,
and for k = 1, 2, . . . , K,
The basic idea in any online scheme is the formulation of the various quantities that carry the past knowledge of the relevant process in a time-recursive manner. Interestingly, eqs. (51)-(54) can easily be written in time-recursive forms i.e.,
Moreover, for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, we define the following matrices that stem from P k (n)'s with the addition of appropriate diagonal terms,
Having aptly obtained the above computationally efficient formulas, we can now head for online processing. Towards this, the equations derived for the batch case are suitably modified by incorporating the previously defined recursively computed quantities. More specifically, by substituting (32), (33) in (30), (31) respectively and using (51), (53) and (59) we get the following time update expressions for the entries of the subspace matrix estimateŴ at time n,
where t lk (n) is the lkth entry of the L × K matrix T(n), r T k¬l (n) is the lth row of L × L autocorrelation matrix R k (n) after neglecting its lth element i.e. r k,ll and finallŷ
From (60) and (62) it is readily seen that each element of the kth row of W is updated at each time instance n, taking into account the most recent estimates of the remaining entries of the kth row in a cyclic manner. It is worthy to mention that this emerging iterative scheme, resulting from the espoused statistical independence among the elements of W, can be charmingly reckoned as a relevant to the cyclic coordinate-descent strategy [30] . Following the same premise, for the column sparsity promoting parameters we get from (35),
where q ll (n) is the lth diagonal element of Q(n). As for the hyperparameters δ l 's of the s l 's we have from (40), (42) the following recursive equation
Note that in (64) the size of the effective time window i.e. (1 − λ) −1 , is used in place of n, as in [21] .
For γ kl 's that independently favor sparsity on the entries of the subspace matrix W, in an online scheme (37) takes the form,
and for the hyperparameters ρ kl 's, (41) and (43) yield
Finally, from (44)-(48) and applying some straightforward algebraic manipulations as in [21] , we end up with the following efficient formula for computing the noise precision β, at each time iteration
whereŵ T k (n) is the kth row ofŴ(n), t k (n) is the kth column of T(n), σŵ k (n) = diag(Σŵ k (n)) and r k (n) = diag(R k (n)).
As it can be seen, most of the above defined quantities resolve to efficient time-updating formulas.
In doing so, the need for taking into consideration the whole bunch of data, which is computationally prohibitive in applications dealing with big data, is eliminated. By collecting and putting in a proper order the previously derived expressions, we are led to the new online variational Bayes sparse subspace learning (OVBSL) algorithm, which is summarized in Table I . The algorithm provides at each time iteration not only the sought estimatesx(n) andŴ(n), but also estimates for all parameters of the model described in Section III. Note also that all these parameters are directly linked to specific distributions through the posterior inference analysis of Section III. By carefully inspecting OVBSL in Table I , it can be shown that its computational complexity is O(|φ(n)|L 2 + KL), where |φ(n)| is the number of observed entries at time n. It should be emphasized that a significant reduction in the computational complexity has been achieved (which would be otherwise O(|φ(n)|L 3 )) by adopting the element-by-element estimation of W via a coordinate-descent type procedure. As shown in Table I , all hyperparameters of OVBSL are set and fixed to very small values at the initialization stage of the algorithm, as is the custom in sparse Bayesian learning schemes [31] . Hence, parameter fine tuning or cross-validation is entirely avoided and all parameters of the model are inferred from the data, rendering the proposed algorithm ideally accustomed for use in a real-time setting. In the next section the proposed algorithm is set in a unified framework with other related state-of-the-art techniques and its advantages in terms of performance and complexity are highlighted.
VI. RELATION WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
In this section we investigate and highlight the connection of the new Bayesian algorithm with two other closely related techniques that have recently appeared in the literature, namely the PETRELS algorithm presented in [4] and Algorithm 1 of [15] . All three algorithms under study are second-order online subspace learning schemes that deal with (possibly highly) incomplete data. Out of the three schemes, only the proposed algorithm has the provision to impose sparsity to the unknown subspace matrix. Hence, to make comparisons more clear we relax this constraint, that is we set Γ l = I K for l = 1, 2, . . . , L in our Bayesian model described in Section III. As we shall see below, this Bayesian model can be considered as a unified framework from which all three schemes may originate. To be more specific, let us first recall the likelihood function of the model given in (12) , which can be expressed as
Based on (68), the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator is obtained by minimizing w.r.t X and W the negative log-likelihood, resulting in the following minimization problem
The so-termed PETRELS algorithm presented in [4] solves (P1) through an online alternating (between X and W) least squares (LS) technique, which provides both the estimates of the subspace matrix W(n) and the new vector of projection coefficients x(n) at each time iteration. However, by solving (P1) PETRELS does not take any special care for revealing the true rank of the sought subspace. The algorithm starts with an overestimate L of the rank (number of columns of W) and the estimates returned by the algorithm are related to a subspace of rank L, which may be far from the true rank.
Let us now consider the likelihood function given in (68) and the first level (Gaussian) priors of X and W in our model given by (14) and (15) for s l = s, l = 1, 2, . . . , L, where s is a constant parameter 
Set µ = 10 −6 , ν = 10 −6 , ψ = 10 −6 , ξ = 10 −6 , κ = 10 −6 , θ = 10
Set Q(0) = 0, λ for n = 1, 2, . . .
and not a random variable that can be determined from data. Then (14) and (15) are rewritten as,
From the likelihood (68) and the priors (69) and (70) the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP)
estimator of X and W defined as,
is expressed as,
The minimization problem (P2) is at the heart of the analysis in [15] . Algorithm 1 of [15] is a second-order alternating ridge regression type scheme that solves (P2) sequentially and provides estimates of W(n) and x(n) at each time iteration. In [15] , to promote the low-rank data representation, the minimization problem is originally formulated as
Then, in search for a nuclear-norm surrogate that would be amenable to online processing, ||Λ 1 2 V|| * in (P2 ) is replaced by its upper bound (||Λ 1 2 X|| 2 F + ||W|| 2 F )/2, with V = XW T , thus leading to (P2). Even though, compared to PETRELS, a more direct promotion of the low-rankness of the underlying subspace is employed in [15] , again an overestimate L of the true rank is used and Algorithm 1 of [15] lacks a specific mechanism for imposing low-rankness explicitly by reducing the initial rank to the true rank as the algorithm evolves. In addition, special care should be taken for the parameter s that must be properly selected and updated in the framework of an online scheme.
Let us, finally, employ the complete Bayesian model of Section III (with the exception of the subspace matrix sparsity promoting parameters γ kl 's which are set to 1). In such a case, as shown in Appendix A, the joint prior of X and W can be expressed as
From (68) and (72) the MAP estimator for X and W is now obtained from the solution of the following minimization problem,
min 
Note that the regularizing summation term in (P3) corresponds to the weighted 2 / 1 norm of the matrix
, which is known to impose column sparsity [32] and thus explicitly reducing the rank of W, leading to more consistent estimates. Derived from the Bayesian model of Section III, the minimization problem (P3) is closely related to the analysis and algorithm presented in the current paper. It should be emphasized though that the proposed algorithm is not a recursive alternating MAP estimation scheme, but a variational Bayes type technique that can be deemed as a generalization of the MAP approach. While a MAP procedure would provide the point estimates of the parameters of interest X and W, the proposed algorithm returns in addition the approximate distribution of all parameters involved in the model, including the weighting parameters δ l 's, which are now estimated directly from the data. Summarizing and compared to [4] and [15] the proposed algorithm a) is equipped with an inherent mechanism for inducing column sparsity and thus reducing the rank of the latent subspace matrix dynamically and b) is fully automatic as all parameters of the model are estimated from the data and thus any need for preselection or fine tuning is entirely avoided.
In Table II , OVBSL is compared in terms of computational complexity with other related state-ofthe-art algorithms. Besides PETRELS and Algorithm 1 of [15] mentioned above, two other algorithms are included, namely GROUSE reported in [7] and Algorithm 2 of [15] , which is a first-order stochastic approximation type scheme. We see from Table II that the proposed algorithm requires less computations per iteration than Algorithm 1, while it has similar complexity with the remaining three algorithms. Note though that, as it will be also shown in the next section, PETRELS and GROUSE perform well under the condition that the true subspace rank r(n) is known, while Algorithm 2, being a first-order algorithm is expected to have a much slower convergence rate compared to the remaining second-order schemes included in Table II .
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is corroborated in a variety of experiments carried out on synthetic and real data.
A. Synthetic data experiments
In the following, three different experiments are presented. First we endeavor to unveil the potency of OVBSL in tackling matrix completion. The ubiquitous subspace estimation problem is subject to scrutiny in the second experiment. It should be noted that, in those two experiments, the sparsity imposition on the subspace matrix from OVBSL is purposely relaxed, that is we set Γ l = I K , ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , L. The performance of OVBSL in the challenging sparse subspace estimation problem is explored in the last experiment of this subsection. Therein, the aforementioned favorable characteristic of OVBSL algorithm,
i.e., its potential to impose sparsity on the subspace matrix, is thoroughly investigated. To this end, the parameters γ kl 's are then considered "active", normally taking their values according to the full Bayesian model analytically described above.
1) Online matrix completion:
In order to assess the performance of OVBSL algorithm in recovering missing data, we simulate a low dimensional subspace U ∈ R K×r with K = 500 and r = 5 and Gaussian N (0, 1) . The signal y(n) at time n is then generated by the product Uc(n) after adding i.i.d Gaussian noise e(n) ∼ N (0, βI K ). To model the missing entries, we randomly select a fraction π of the entries from each datum y(n), which are assumed to be known, whereas the rest (1 − π) × 100% of the elements are considered to be missing. To show the merits of the proposed OVBSL algorithm, we compare it to three state-of-the-art techniques, namely GROUSE, [7] , PETRELS [4] and Algorithm 1 of [15] . It is worthy to mention that, as also previously mentioned, both GROUSE and PETRELS hinge on the assumption that the rank of the underlying subspace is known. Contrary, Algorithm 1 of [15] utilizes 2 -norm regularization as described in the previous section, that robustifies the algorithm in the absence of this knowledge. Finally, the step size parameter of GROUSE and the low-rank regularization parameter of Algorithm 1 of [15] are set to 0.1.
In the sequel, to make things more interesting, we adhere to the challenging but realistic scenario whereby the true rank of the underlying subspace is unknown. Along this line, the rank of the subspace matrix is accordingly initialized in all tested algorithms to an overestimate of the true rank, namely L = 10. Our initial objective is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed OVBSL algorithm when certain amounts of data are missing. To this end, we carry out two experiments corresponding to different fractions of the observed entries i.e. π = {0.25, 0.75}, keeping the noise precision β fixed to caused by the deliberate change induced at n = 5000 is swiftly rectified in the subsequent iterations.
Notably, in the lack of knowledge of the true rank of the subspace, PETRELS becomes unstable while GROUSE gets stack to local minima. Contrary, algorithm 1 of [15] presents a robust behavior, though with clearly less reconstruction accuracy compared to the proposed OVBSL algorithm.
Next, we examine the robustness of OVBSL to noise corruption. To do so, we keep the fraction of the observed entries fixed to π = 0.4, focusing on the behavior of OVBSL and the competing schemes for three different values of the noise precision i.e. β = {10 4 , 10 3 , 10 2 }. Fig. 2b depicts the NRAEE obtained by the tested algorithms in the three different cases examined. It is easily noticed that herein as well, OVBSL achieves higher reconstruction accuracy than the competing schemes for all different β's, thus corroborating its strength to various levels of noise corruption.
2) Online subspace estimation: In this experiment we aspire to manifest the ability of the proposed OVBSL algorithm in reliably estimating the underlying low-rank subspace. In light of this, OVBSL is compared to Algorithm 1 of [15] , which also seems to be robust to subspace rank overestimation. To better explore the efficiency of those two tested algorithms on this finicky task, we keep the noise precision β is assessed as time evolves by means of the normalized subspace reconstruction error (NSRE) defined as
, shown in Fig. 3 . Remarkably, OVBSL achieves more accurate estimates of the subspace for all the different ranks tested. Moreover, it should be emphasized that the less the true rank, the more accurate the subspace estimate obtained by OVBSL is. On the other hand, this is not the case for Algorithm 1 of [15] , which presents almost the same NSRE regardless of the true rank of the subspace. It should be pointed out that the superior performance of OVBSL as compared to Algorithm 1 of [15] in terms of NSRE, does turn out to be in line with its ability in revealing the true rank of the sought subspaces after convergence.
3) Online sparse subspace estimation: In the following, the compelling feature of OVBSL to favor sparse subspace estimates is thoroughly explored. To clearly demonstrate the merits of this key aspect of our newly introduced algorithm, a sparse subspace matrix U of rank r = 5 is modeled. Then, the same above-described process is adopted for producing 20000 projection coefficient vectors c(n), that give rise to the corresponding signals Uc(n). Finally, Gaussian i.i.d noise of precision β = 10 3 is assumed to contaminate the datums. The benefits emerging from taking into account the sparsity existing 7 PŴ⊥ (n) U denotes the projection of the true subspace matrix U to the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by the columns of the estimated subspace matrixŴ ⊥ (n).
in the unknown subspace matrix, come to light by exploring OVBSL's performance for different levels of sparsity imposed on it, namely 0.7 and 0.9. For now, focusing on the subspace matrix estimation problem, we depart from the matrix completion problem considering that data are fully observed (hence the fraction of the observed entries π equals to 1) and we test two versions of OVBSL, that is, when sparsity of the subspace a) is taken into account and b) is disregarded in the same way explained earlier.
In both cases, the subspace matrices are initialized to an overestimate of the rank, i.e., L = 10. Fig. 4 depicts the NSRE obtained for the two versions of OVBSL as time evolves. As it can be readily seen, OVBSL achieves subspace estimates of higher accuracy compared to its so to speak non-sparse version.
It should be noted that the gains obtained by the sparse OVBSL are becoming abundantly clear as the sparsity level increases.
Next, OVBSL is probed in the challenging problem of sparse subspace estimation from partially observed data. Towards this, the same experimental setting described above is followed and the sparsity level is set to 0.7. Then, we consider two different fractions of observed entries, that is π = {0.5, 0.75}.
OVBSL is again evaluated for the two cases corresponding to its sparse and non-sparse version, initializing the rank L of subspace matrices to 5 and using NSRE as the performance metric. From Fig. 5 , it is verified that albeit data are incomplete, taking advantage of the sparsity of the subspace matrix is still meaningful when the assumption of sparse subspace is valid. 
B. Real data experiments
In this part of the paper, the efficiency of OVBSL algorithm is investigated on real data. More concretely, we conduct two different experiments corresponding a) to hyperspectral image reconstruction out of partially observed measurements and b) to the eigenface learning problem. of the spatial area corresponding to the pixel in all spectral channels. A key characteristic of HSIs is the high degree of correlation they present, both in the spectral and the spatial domains, [33] . Given a HSI, let us form a matrix with its rows corresponding to the pixels of the HSI, and its columns to the spectral bands. In doing so, it can be easily seen that the underlying high coherence appearing both in columns and rows leads to a matrix that may be of very low rank, as compared to its dimensions. Actually, this fact gives us good grounds for exploiting the low-rank structure in favor of recovering HSIs, in cases that data either are partly missing or have suffered by severe noise corruption.
In the following, we test the performance of OVBSL in recovering the Salinas Valley HSI, [33] , from two different fractions of its entries. The 10th band image of this HSI is shown in Fig. 6a . Since our proposed algorithm processes the data in an online fashion, we assume that the aforementioned time instances, hereafter, correspond to the sequence of pixels. Put differently, OVBSL processes the pixel spectral signatures (which are the rows of the formed matrix) one-by-one, as if they were becoming available in a streaming fashion. Notably, this type of processing aside from reducing the computational complexity, it alleviates the need for memory storage, thus paving the way for on-board processing. 2) Online eigenface learning: In this section, we qualitatively evaluate the performance of sparse OVBSL as compared to its non-sparse version on a real dataset. Towards this, we use the MIT-CBCL face dataset [34] , which contains n = 2429 face images of size 19 × 19 pixels. OVBSL processes the images a) non-sparse OVBSL b) sparse OVBSL as K-dimensional vectors with K = 361(= 19 2 ), in an online fashion. The subspace matrix estimated by both versions of OVBSL can be deemed as a learned dictionary of faces. In doing so, each image can be reconstructed by a linear combination of the atoms (eigenfaces) contained in the subspace matrix.
The rank of the subspace is initialized for both algorithms to 50. Fig. 7 shows the 20 leading eigenfaces in a descending order, according to their associated eigenvalues. Dark pixels correspond to negative values, while positive values are denoted with light colors. As it can be noticed, sparsity imposition from the sparse version of OVBSL leads to eigenfaces that present more localized features, contrary to its non-sparse counterpart, where features are spread out over the image. It should be also noted that both versions of OVBSL converged to a subspace matrix of low-rank. This fact resulted from the inherent advantageous characteristic of OVBSL to eliminate components presenting low variance, hence offering negligible information.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel online variational Bayes subspace learning (OVBSL) algorithm from incomplete data was presented. Two basic merits of the proposed approach are: a) the imposition of low-rankness on the sought subspace by utilizing a novel group sparsity based heuristic, and b) the sparsity promotion on the subspace matrix. The former characteristic makes the algorithm robust in the absence of the knowledge of the true rank while the latter renders it amenable to sparse dictionary learning problems.
OVBSL belongs to the family of Bayesian algorithms thus, contrary to its deterministic counterparts, no parameter fine-tuning is required. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified in a variety of experiments conducted on simulated and real data. Subspace tracking from partial observations, treated in this paper, can be also viewed as an online matrix completion task that has a major impact in numerous applications. By suitably extending and modifying the proposed Bayesian model and methodology, similar problems of high importance such as online nonnegative matrix factorization and online robust PCA can be potentially tackled. This extension as well as the unification of all the different schemes under a common umbrella is the subject of our current investigation.
APPENDIX
The joint prior of X and W is expressed as 
which is a multi-parameter (with respect to the δ l 's) Lalpace-type distribution defined on the columns of the matrix [(Λ 1/2 X) T (Γ W) T ] T . Such a distribution is known to impose column sparsity and thus, due to the form of the matrix, joint column sparsity on X and W.
